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In 1492, on the same day Columbus left Spain, a Catholic priest in Scotland was killed
trying to baptize the Loch Ness monster.
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Editor's Spiel _ _~ - - - - hello.
Ah! the Olympics: the body as art; taking that which is closest to us (!), that
which is most natural, most human, treating it as godlike and therefore
extinguishingthe gap betweencreator and created. The athlete as artist. But
the Olympics oftoday, I would argue, are much like University education
not quite what the Greeks intended. In a society that has marginalized the
creative faculties into minions ofthe ''bottom line," creative being has become
as rare as it has dishonest. Evenso, probably few ofthe poets/artists/thinkers
contained herein will smile over a steaming bowl of Campbell's© soup in a
commercial (though I did see Timothy Leary in a Gap© add), or recite a poem
in a Wheaties©commercial with a chuck-full mouth ofgolden flakes after this
publication appearance. We at ~ conducted no aerodynamic tests or
passive/aggressive colour research on any ofthe herein material. This is pure
art (or, at least, pure passion©). So we have left a little room for human frailty
and a lot of room for the divine, functioning with the idea that the artist in
our world must serve as more than a scapegoat ofirrationality and insanity
(even if with an NEA grant), and art must serve as more than a contender
for the weekly Top 40. "The artist oftoday must act like the shaman we need
to heal the world."
This issue attempts to provide a breeding ground for a return of the poet as
philosopher/priest(ess)/prophet(ess)/ek., and for writing as a discipline and
a way (much like Japanese tea ceremony, calligraphy, etc.) to a more whole
consciousness and understanding of ourselves inside of reality: Patchen's
"the moment's church."

We can no longer see ourselves as ifwe live in a dream or as the imitation
ofsomething that just does not refl,ect the reality ofour lives.
-Suzanne Santoro
Furnaces blast and anvils groan with the chains we are forging:
what other use have we for iron and steel? There is danger we will have
little left for hoes and mattocks and plougshares.
--Juvenal
Take up a blade ofgrass and construct a treasure king's land; enter into
a particle ofdust and turn the great dharma wheel.
-Zen Master Dagen
Push up your sleeves 'cause we've got a job ahead of us.

~
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--after sunrise, Feb. 23, -4 2F, Huffman Dam, Dayton, 0.,
sitting on a cold rock watching three ducks bob for fish
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Mark Taksa - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Stripping Toward VISion
Think the room away,
the elms, the universe.

Cut your song,
fling your clothes.
We must be arrogant.
Leave the eyes.

7

Jean-Marc Sens

---------------------------The Color of the Dead
Take the color ofthe dead
-Diogenes Laerius
(answer of the Delphic Oracle to Zeno)
Take the color of the dead,
let it sink beneath your feet.
Parched and bristling like tea leaves
your skin just a membrane
between you and the worldpaper wall made of a single thin sheet
flapping in your ears:
ancient whispers your tongue relapses to.
Like mica, you tarnish into sands
once quick with sun.
You are the homunculus
feeding the glistening flats.
Copper man,
skin close to bone.
Again, you become the grasshopper child

in the pictures of starvation,
frozen and stark
like a foetus floating under its membrane,
glowing into opal.

8

StevenR. C o p e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

First Skins
The first things are crawling
so I follow them downinto places as secret
as the hull of my birth.
And I see what it is
that begins at the nub,
that when I first live
I sleep and know nothing
at all, that I rest
in a spun-silk womb
anywhere,notcaring
what I am or even if I am.
When I wake I'm a seed,
or believe that I am,
sprouting and putting
down legs for roots
in an effort to right myself.
My first thought is of blossoming,
of stretching out distances
far past myself, of bringing
forth leaves and flowers.
I think Crawl from thi-s
darkness, stand many ways
at once, and be something,
anything, drawn by a light.
The wind plows through me.
I am a bud at the root.
I give birth to myself.
Cautiously, timidly,
I arrive at a vision
of my role in the earthon many legs I'm a plant walking.
Then I go up on wings ...

9

Emily Pestana _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Shall All Flesh Come
Benedetta, Benedetta,
you are the luckiest
ofall silly girls in Italyfor Mother Mary is in the hour.
Spring and chestnuts and vines
are in the air.
This day,
Dad brisks up Benedetta's hand, vows,
Give away your kneesocks,
your sweaters-the ones
too purple, too funy.
Benedetta Carlini,
you are fourteen and ready.

Mother, Mother, forever.
He leaves her planting grapes
with mountain girls, clean hands
weaving silk, nntil
she somehow knows
she's full-fledged, like any Sister,
singing,
We adore/We give/We hail
We live/die/shall
Sister Carlini, warming
her hands at the nocturnal flames,
could now laud
like any famous bird,

0, Mother, sometimes
I just feel
and fall into a glow
I know
it must be God
that I want so bad
I shine!

Hill
She thought she heard night leaving
between 1800 years
of stars.
So many possibilities in the wet ground
where root worms murmur,
shadows doubt,
and berry trees scrape and whisper
the long name.
Just then,
Benedetta looked up before her time,
felt the night
alto alto
thru her hooded gown,
and the candle
burnt blue.
In the basement window she prayed
to the hill, that
goner,
giving father who sang night,
those loving
down the hall.

One day in the shower
she sees-in the tilesa mirage washing, desire
being washed, holy waterit does not touch,
does not.
10
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Angels and Their Specialties
When Jesus removed Benedetta's heart,
she wondered what her mother'd say.
Deceived by misbehaviorshe took to plummeting
the depths of God.
The empty search required
long salt baths-for pondering
peace and loss.
Cutting gold stars out of tinsel
Benedetta palmed their would-be heights.
She'd blush and go to bed
in her full habit, wishing for
the laying on of hands.
She'd wake in absolute confession
mouth full of devil roots.
To reconstruct any of her crimes
was ecstasythe mundane split
and she became
miraculously sinful.

originally appeared in Portland Review

12

Splenditello
I'd like to whirl out ofthis cot,
follow the long walls
back home to dad and a kettle
and rooms full of knitting.
Instead of being reserved
in this beige night
where the pillow is cold
and the voices
stack upon voices
like jail.
Always awake so that the stars
pressdownThe dark-nothing deeper,
just later.
Tonight, green is the color of balance,
a quick turn. I want to have
the circle, the system of stars, a hill,
the whole violet room and its sky.

Benedetta Carlini, abbess ofthe Theatine Convent, a visionary ofTuscany (1590-1665), was charged by the
church with performing "immodest acts." At the age of35she was imprisoned where she stayed until her death
atage 75. In the account ofthe trial ofBenedetta, she is said to have claimed that during encounters with lovers
she became a male angel named Splenditello.
for further reading, see Immodest Acts by Judith C. Brown
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Jonathan Levant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

i know what rain are// 16 poems
thunder turning into snow only then
let them slowly discover me and my diseases
the whole eagle in the coyote's skull

Joe Napora - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TRAIL OF TEARS
He discovered a Cherokee myth. There
was a powerful being who could not be killed
until it was found out
that his soul was located in the palm

seahorses buried in pincers of rain

of his hand. And he knew then
that he discovered himself.

an ape wants to eat the alps

It was his death
and it was his rebirth.

any longer than a line's too long
attempt to erase an attempted suicide

Sight and touch.
Knowing and doing.

lie listens to lie in ways the truth cannot
He cried.
His hands bled.
each spouse a wing and each broken
while in the wild one word warms another
ruth walking barefoot upon an acorn

His woman offered
to comfort him.
There was a trail of his caress
left all over her body.

glance good and hard and glean what's going on

the way fang and syringe lock and kiss
because cactus weep pineneedles & are private
my shame & chagrin shall out chartreuse chagall
dandelions are egg yokes on l.s.d.

14
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Clint Frakes

-------------------------Maya Sonnet #1 (creation)

Haiku

swept by hot winds by summons
wood milks the air
opens briefly the diamond
in the shadow of stars
a violent autograph
or dull ache or smudge
of cypress floating softly
to a blue sun

Ah! The plums are almost ripe
and still last year's pits
cover the sidewalk

"I have no right to comment,"
says Mr. Li.,
"By the time I have spoken
it has already changed."
a white horse on the dew of my brow
neolithic ovary in her sweaty palm

Sunflower in the squirrel's mouth
running up the roof
afternoon thunder

July 21, 1991
Boulder

In the canal
a pile of old newspapers
slows the current
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Ken W a i n i o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DRIVINGTlffiOUGHMEXICO
Wanting her
at the violent base
of the redcross hills
climbing up
the cliff face
in sacrificial
rainpools
swimming
to get to her
red and splitting open
at the jungle's edge
long before her presence
and absence are
one
Wanting her
along the wall of the red night clouds
wanting the fish in her belly
the rain in her mouth
the smoke of her joints
to fetch the darkness from my skull
hang its piiiata of light
in a distant window
and rap on her trickling rays
the wind
between silent electric shocks
tossing the red fruit
of lovemaking in our eyes
driving the butterflies
over our terrified windshield
driving out everything
left to flee

18

Wanting her
at the jungle altar beside
the road we light the candles
and strip each other
delicately in the rain
Two crosses on bloody toes
we mount and ride
loping over suburbs
of breeding mosquitoes
the animals trailing us licking
the notes of our blood
from the fallen leaves
lapping from the green pools
at our feet the weird exotic
cocktails of our suffering thankful
there is someone to distill the mescal
of love gods in the pulqueria
of our dubbed in voices

19

Ken W a i n i o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sarah M u n r o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

the shape of my belly·
LE'ITERS FROM RIMBAUD
to Bob Kaufman

1
The lantern with black hooks swings above the doorway. It leads the light across the
veranda down the steps of time. The street enters the coffee house. Its yellow windows grip
my eyes. Cars float by on missing wings. Faces, unable to control expression, multiply and
divide. There is an implosion ofhair and flesh, drooling on passing strangers. Miles away I
can hear a new country where the sky has not planted my eyes. Now footsteps are seeds.

the shape of my belly
as I lie on my side
recalls me to the
gentle swell of nature
whalehump
cowry shell
bird breast
cat spine curve
a flat line
is not in our design

2

Vessels on the bay carry raving cargoes of starlight out to sea. Waves snap their
fingers and bring webs of fog to the heart which has missed its target. The night discovers
who it is stole the darts ofthe sky and flung them in the sea with the bones ofstars and brains
of lost anchors. Sails have proved the storm right for now the vessels are taking on green
shadows of the sea's undistilled childhood for the long journey home.

3

The wind's jacket is on fire. It writes the moon's poems and sends flames by the mail,
using its pockets for envelopes. Out on the pier the night coughs sailors on the waves who
slap their watery thighs and laugh at nothing. The sky smirks back and a creek dribbles
slowly from the lips of the moon. It puts out the fire the wind has started on the oily waves
with the butt of a drunken captain. The pier watches calmly, glad the night's shining
madman hasn't provoked the sun's destructive genius.Now the moon blinks in daylight and
opens the water in its right eye.

20
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David A Petreman - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

GRATITUDE

ANIMITA

It is strictly forbidden to be
in the possession oflocos, due
to the overharvestirig ofthese
exquisite mollusks.

Jesus stands along the road
On a sharp curve
South of Chillan.

She hesitates before conger eels
That hang head up.
Rows of gills gaping red
Draw people into the open
Market at Angelm6.

In tough twine baskets
Woven by Chilote hands
From across the channel
King crabs interlock spines.
Sea urchins swell
In lined-up jars,
On counters
Shellfish tumble
Toward clients,
Flat smoked filets
Lie stacked
Like unleavened bread.

At his feet lie hundreds
Oflicense plates,
Plaques with prayers
And thanks for favors.

He is lonely,
Because in church
His mother gets
Most of the attention
And out here
The offerings
Placed by unseen hands
Are not His,
But are missives
To be carried
Directly to heaven
By the souls of victims
Who only see
His raised arms
After they leave
The road.

The woman's back is moist
With the sweat of her cargo:
Locos in a burlap bag
Gathered in the night waters
Receding from her poor village.
Before the approach of buyers
She turns away,
Heads into Puerto Montt
Bent on depositing
Her harvest
Into the hands
Of the dentist
Who fixed
Her daughter's teeth
For free.

22
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Bethany L. W e a v e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mary's Rainbow
The wind carries
circles of opalescent
words through twmels
taverns
chambers of flowered music
drops of callow
pink that sing
Macy-

We walked to your shore and sang
Bethlehem
Israel
and Nova Scotia:
Merry Day

to the snow that clings to the
soles of your feet
to the greens that breathe your past
to its small aquarian ears
to the ends of never again
40 days
40 nights
circular chambered rainbow

Foots
Donna Zoll
25

James H u g h e s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Allan P e t e r s o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

water bug and sand flea

BITUMEN &ANGELS

embryonically
Byronically
we all contain all
and personify most

One of our ancient trades

like Jasmine
ever so personable
impish
joyful
darting in and out off!__OOl
pointing imperiously POOL
slashing
splashing
dipping face
wiping and rubbing face
hi h

cJ
sigh

boiling something awful for the roof
How poignantly we are trapped
in a single leaking body
Even with a swarm of hot lives
we could not caulk every missed possibility
like the ones keeping us up at night

and even mighty eerie Erie reduced
to her size
a pool
too
but still too roiling rough
that will be
for
later

that slipped through the roof like millers

so she backed away and into sand
whole handfuls
tossed definatly at water
as ifto recreate
in person
hood
creation

eyes open in the dark

and it was_good
in the finally sun
and clear breezes
to see her squeeze the water out
of holy grail cupfuls
and dig herself
like her Before Dear Bedouin forebears
into sand
into land
into oasis
that island of curiosity she herself is
and carries
chosen exile
exploring energy
everywhere
26

is something modern never touched:

a single name for all of those small moths
dusted with flour
That is why you are awake now

Powder is coming through the tar
Bitumen and angels in the same place
above the bed below the basted roof
Asifworriesseepedthroughtheceiling
and came to life in the thick regretful dark
As if swabbed with black mops
The harder you look the safer
you hope to see

27

M. A T h o m a s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Tlwmas Rain Crowe - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1-----1

Spirit. Environment. Nowhere that I have been in the world, and no literary traditions, so embrace
these two concepts as do those of Wales. Welsh being the oldest first-language still existing in
Europe, the 'Welsh-Language' literary tradition goes back thousands of years; the Anglo-Welsh
tradition (consisting of English-speaking/writing native Welsh men and women) going back
hundreds. According to the two living luminaries from both of these traditions-Raymond Garlick
(founding editor of the Anglo-Welsh Review) of the Anglo-Welsh tradition, and Bobi Jones,
"meistersinger'' of the Welsh-Language tradition-what lies at the epicenter and in the heart of
Welsh literary heritage is praise and service. Spirituality and environment.

Les voix du Signeur sont impenetrabl~s, he said.
His timbre kept the call of the muezzm
His beloved dusty grasses
Where shoeless swollen-bellied children
Play soccer in the sun
And gnarl their toes.
We compared hands one last time
(One dark, long-fingered;
One pale and child-sized).

I tried to tell him San Francisco
Where sea-lions bark in icy waves
Where liquid fogs advance over crewcut hills
And redwood trees stand sentinel
In somber groves. Where sunlight hammers through our
Clouds like forgiveness.
On swnmer days the blue bay sports
Polka-dots ofboats.
In my mother's kitchen
He could have shivered on the tiles
Drinking tea from hand-thrown cups.
They might have traded stories of their campaigns
Like old soldiers, eaten toasted muffins.
He could have laughed
Like he can do, a small boy's laugh,
Eyes closed,
His chin upon his chest,
His shoulders shaking.

Wales is a country of poets, where metaphors hang from the lips ofits peoples like luscious fruit from
trees and vines. The Poet, in Wales, is still an important, functioning part ofhis or her community,
unlike here in the U.S. where the poet or artist is seen as an aberration, or apparition, and more of
a "clown" than a "prince." The high point of the Welsh calendar year for the whole country is the
Welsh Festival, ''The Eisteddfod," and the moment of the crowning of'The Poet.' For one year the
newly crowned ''Poet-Laureate of Wales" is the nation's most celebrated personage; and poetry its
most celebrated pastime: for Wales, one of the world's smallest countries, and the Welsh-Language
poets have the largest national per capita readership of any country in the world.
While in Wales for two months during the summer of1993, I lived and wrote from the historic Dylan
Thomas "Boathouse" in Laugharne. Laugharne is the home of Dylan Thomas and his spirit is
everywhere: in the raucous jeering of the rooks and the ravens that squat in Laugharne's 12th
century castle, in the roar of the tide as it fills up the estuary, covering the brown sand, and in the
evenings at Brown's Hotel pub from the voices of the townspeople that rise up from the rooftops like
a chorus of a thousand songs. This essence of the environment ofLaugharne wrapped itself around
my heart and became a message for a heightened and almost trance-like desire to write.
No amount ofprose can quite describe the magic and the mabinogion-like mysticism ofWales-how,
as a place, it inspires levity, loftiness; but the poems that come from the millenial loam of its soil of
words do: and here are a few.

I'm angry, angry,
At the inadequacy of love
That snake-oil cure that poisoned me instead.
He only cried, and said,
May Allah guard you from
The devouring maw ofloss.
May Allah keep you from
The sin ofbitterness.

Laugharne, Wales July 1993
High Tide
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WHAT BffiDS AT DAYBREAK
What birds at daybreak break into song and the sun
stealing my sleep from the ink of ages and
the paprus pages washed up on a beach of sand
sounding of gulls.
What birds past daybreak come to my roof like
the rooks and the doves to dance, to prance on my ears
denying the daylight and the dream of ale
dying of silence.
What birds in morning mew like magpie in
the bloody trees or the hedge of milk
making like late breakfast to the clocktower bells
burning of music.
What birds at mid-day cough or sneeze at
the hillhigh sun rising like Icarus was cormorant
diving into the julyblue sky and seeing only dabs of air
drowning of numbers.
What birds before teatime bleat their bleeding
heart a song quicker than swallow, crazy as curlew
like words swimming through ages, like a plaice on my pages
moody ofheartbreak.
What birds at dusk dart like wrens to castle walls
calling to crow and calling it jackdaw that itches
my eardrum like the letter r in place of a vowel
howling of innocence.
What birds in heron darkness roar at the moon or hawk
nesting in cliffrock near the cocklegone tide
higher than gorsegrass, higher than hills, as I
breech one more thought of ink into the crying dark of day
drinking of bitters.
What birds at midnight break into nuisance and
my thick brown sleep muddy with mating in a raven's
nest of nothing more than a nod at the bum of day
from my fiddling or frolic through fernbeds of fantasy
dreaming of reverie.
Dylan Tlwmas' Boathouse
Laugharne, Wales
July 1993
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TAF
Now only Taf moves through tidepools
round rowboats in the morning mud of
green grass where the sleepwalking gulls gawk at
brown sand and the snuddering of coughs
that chew up the air drowning in sunlight
surrounded by clouds.
The cows on Sir John's Hill chewing cud
come down to the bed of ferns not far
but too far to drink from water
running to touch the tide that waits
in a bay beyond where they are bombing
the dunes rich with rabbits gorging on gorse
for the fat fox in the ferns waiting for brunch.
The cockles in beds are pulling up sand as sheets
over their heads the cocklers and cormorants
dive and dig down to a dowry that comes up
as cash, as shellcrust for the river's pie.
Up in town a dog barks at the fox
full and going back to a den in the hedgerow
full of birds far from estuary air that
smells like seaweed in laver bread from
Brian's or being baked by Rose Rees til
it tastes like sweetcakes, like the muscles must
taste to the gulls gone up from the mudflats
in thousands to the towers in Laugharnecastle walls.
The water in the River Taf is still. And
still it moves moving back from the sea to
St. Clears and the sound of magpies, and inland
to Carmarthen and the sound of crows glad to
be rid of rooks and ravens that think
they are gulls. And the gorse grows
and keeps growing. And the crow crows and
keep crowing. And the River Taf
flows and keeps flowing
to the sea.
Laugharne
1993
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THE FUTURE. OF NAMES
after Euros Bowen

Someday when the sound of the cities is gone
back to a silence from madness
and the sound of guns or girls griping
about the climax of sex
and after the earth has gone back to the sea for centuries,
a first one will come out of the dirt from
a hole in rocks to look again upon the land
with new eyes and with the memory and magic of word in his blood
will look up blinded to the source of light and say:
sun.
And he will walk over sand and rock to hills
and over hills to roaring water he will go behind
and out into green pastures gleaming like emeralds
against an empty sky only to look down
and see color coming up from stems like a birth of stars
against grass that opens his lips again to words
and calls them:
flowers.
And with bundles of flowers bulging from his arms
as much for the delight of his nose as
his color-blinded eyes and lost and dizzy from
the smell of petals and the dry day, the sky
fills up with pillows and cries and
where no drop has ever been on his skin now
he is covered in the falling dew drenched and dripping
like a word from a song of centuries in pain
as he calls out like thunder clapping: this is
rain.
And drying his face in the grass
he rolls over and walks into woods
that cover the hills like his hair and a chamber
for echoes and shrill sweet song upon
branches that fly down like
a flutter of living leaves so small they fit
in the palm of his hand without fear and
go on singing until he calls them:
birds.
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And on deeper into the woods
he will go with the birds to his back and
the roaring crackle of dry leaves underfoot and
over moss and mold and forever fernbeds
growing like gorse did back on sea shores of
his birth place into this new world
centuries from now and the caved-in
present tense of time he has walked out of
and into the for ever greens ofbark and
the howling that sounds like a chorus of praying trees
that have eyes that come to the edge of
sight closer than cousins with coats of
grey fur that invite flight or a strong man to wander
away but first faces the fear in their number
and says: you are
wolves.
And goes beyond the deep woods where trees and
the air clears and there is a glade of
sun-dried moss and still water
ringed by wet rocks and a scent of sweet snails
as he comes up from the lowground over
the rocks and into the light and
sees soft white skin bent and sipping at
a springhead and feels the fire for
the first time like a furnace in his loins he
is learning of desire for her softness
softer then wet stone whiter than light
he watches her wanting to shout out
something and he will and when he does
he will call her:
woman.
And after he has taken in all the light
will allow and the body is begging for sleep
or the quiet absence of things given greater
beauty in memory than given in flesh, the world
he has newly stepped into with words
becomes flooded with darkness and
knowing he can do no more
that day he will lie down in a bed of moss beside her and
the calm water and call the darkness, nodding:
night.
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BobiJones _______________________________

A POEM OF PRAISE
Here flowers stroll, and as they stroll they sing:
Bees huny like businessmen stuffing their bags
To the foxgloves that are prettier in party frocks
Than chrysanthemum, than orchid, than old-man.
In a field too green to be burrowed
Far from the flesh's sty
We too are adventuring
In the hedge's caravans.
Because here is our home. Isn't the evening morning
When the moon's every breath is washing the moor?
Let's not go back to the civilization like beer
Boots have been left in over night.
Here my eyes are storing up,
Like magpies, your dear face,
And my thick hands are sailing on
The world's softest shoulders.
Thomas Rain Crowe at Dylan Thomas' "writing shed," Laugharne, July 1993.

Our heads are tossed back to gulp July
To the dregs. Getting drunk on the marvel of seeing its magic
And the minstrel-flies crooning in our hair and hissing like a kitchen
And the wood-pigeons blowing blissfully through their noses.
Around us a pasture rolls
The laughter of its grass bellies
And daises are showing off
Their white teeth in their smiles.
Here's the rainbow-happiness the Godhead molded.
It showers heavily in kisses on our hot foreheads.
Who would think such whitewashed walls could
Shadow warmly such a sensible paradise?
Lawns, sun, chairs,
Desk, bed, noiseless hillside:
On their well-grounded whetstone
I lose something of my rust.
Here a house strolls, and as it strolls submits:
You would wonder how the warmth bubbles together
Ungrudgingly and without aging too much
And creates, till it merits praise, a new world.
Roof, floor, and a wall were founded
On cherishing the joy of song,
The wealth ofa hearth's minutes
In a muddle of tiny flowers.

Castle, estuary and Dylan Thomas' ''Boathouse" (white house near wat.er).
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from Sel,ected Poems
translated from the Welsh by Joseph P. Clancy
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Raymond G a r l i c k - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - For me, too, as I hope it will prove for you, Wales has been an unfailing wellspr~ng, however
chipped and stained the basin into which it empties itself as it rises from deep in the beauty
ofthe land and the strata ofprehistory.
.
.
-letter from Raymond Garlick to Thomas Rain Crowe 111 Laugharne, Wales July, 1993

HERE
Sometimes I think that coming home
Is really why I go away:
That moment when the diesel swings
Round the curve from Carmarthen Bay
Into the Tywi's wide embrace
Is the one that crowns my day.
Before it, the glimpse of Laugharne, and then
The two Llansteffan headlands roll
Like humpbacked whales forever beached
Above the estuary's shoal,
The empty shore where even now
Eyes and imagination stroll.

And now we curve Carmarthenwards
On the last bend. I crane and stare
Through the lowered window. The old
Familiar stretched-out town's still there
Just as I left it. Home, I gulp
The wine-cool unpolluted air,
And in that moment know the stench
Of Cairo, Alexandria,
The fumes of London, the spiced air
That drifts out seawards as you near
Byzantium. I know for sure
My journey's ended. I am here.
from Collected Poems 1946-1986
©Gomer Press, 1987
Llandysul, Wales

Along the railway's rulered line
Beside the flow-chart of the tide
We rattle. Horses, herons, lambs
Are unmoved by the brash broadside
Of the diesel's klaxon-poised, as
We pass, by the river's slide
Towards the ocean. On the banks
The leaf-mould littered with wild flowers,
The lichen-blotted dry-stone walls,
Twitch memories of lazy hours
At flowered Delphi, Ephesus,
And Troy of the toppled towers.
Last week I passed the Orient
Express station in Istanbul.
In these last miles today I feel
The homing, occidental pull
Of this, my point of setting out,
And my heart's cup runs full.
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Laugharne, July 1993
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mARKoWENS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
It is the hand that acts for the spirit
-Gerald Stern

Homeward
as your
fingertips
stream
through my ribcage
into my redcell pulsation
as your
openedpalms
drop
through my current
of blood soil leaves wind
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Resurfacing Gabe Trabert
we are still stumbling through sidestreets
with Dad's rum in our head
still stopping to climb oaklimbs
to lay backs on thick branches
still talking
as your straight finger
points into Orion's belt
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Jack Bowman

CREATE NEW WORDS

f ,'me

r,·rsf

All words, in all languages, can only explain things
that we already know, or things that our memory
already has images or feelings for. Why do you
think the kindergarten teacher showed you a red
apple when she wanted you to learn the words
"red" and "apple"? We were ~ware ofthe existence
of the red apple but we didn't know the words red
and apple. In fact, our awareness of the red apple
was far greater than the words red and/or apple
taught us. We were aware of how it tasted, how it
felt, how it smelled, how the juice would run down
our chin when we bit into it. The conditioning of
the words "red" and "apple" by our kindergarten
teacher actually dumbed us up. We were a far
lesser person for lowering this great juicy thing
down to two stupid words called "red" and "apple".
Art lets you see the world afresh. As though you
were inpre-school.Without a conditionedresponse.
Art m.akes us aware ofall the things we have never
been conditioned to accept. Art shows us these
things:
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ORIGIN OF FORM
Jack Bowman

untitled
Nicole M. Good

FANELLII
Nicole M. Good

Christopher McNew _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Radiologist, 2 p.m.
The nervous system must look
like a tree on the screen,
when I am filled with radiation,
light along the nerves like
lights along the rails ofAmerica.
I think of the piece of paper
they have given me to wear, the
machinery revolving around me,
and you, in the room behind
this room, at the controls,
my body my birthmark unto you,
the genitals like two pearls,
and how tomorrow I will hang
in a series of photographs,
the energies of the body
organized: red, orange, yellow,
purple. How what you are looking
for will look like an eye opened
in the brain, shot through with
something which you can generate.
Along the spine: seven lotuses.

Ascendance
James Ladd
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W. B. K e c k l e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - selections from

OBJET TROUSSEAU
3.

13.

pebbled plusses indebted to soils
solo on vias
rare feathers on sill
endless clouds

(to end) loss
(below, bellow, blue)
a knees
a star
worm's wood
let it return...

4.
15.
quick wigs, cricket, crumpet
asphalt bitumens in orchard threads
puddled up (to her)
bicycled
light

5.

eye (whether) wheat (may)
ewe (see)
anotherness bought
such lamplight
desolate bare streets
17.

powder ovals
pink moths
vanity pebbled solo girl
window lattice lettuce oval
ivy

aquiver ivy
near bottles (hips)
ashlar cloud
smoke at evening
standing
kneed hand
ellipsis ofhorses
(punctilio)
at homes

9.

virtual wisps, stratus, cirrus, engine
rusted in field
ochreous orange (like Vietnam)
didn't touch
his hair10.
belief, blasted, white, tree, sycamore
stars impressed, typography of the church
don't want bookends
white pitch, fork
salted
parse, sunken
bolts
alot
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mossy arrow, heads, whiter grasping
surgeon's eye
network, wry
eyedness alone
(four)
hesitation steam
light, angle?
19.
tooth for sooth
smooth water's table
inurned salt cracks
drink
troughed star
no trouble

20.

11.
rural iron star vane
sullen nucleus
hexagonal star
hex

18.

no one
went there
barn wall

another fork, spoon, ice
we belted it
engineered space
(to cubes)
music
swept clouds fast
garment
tarsleeps
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THROUGH mssING
The river diary
Opened his owl eyes
Sure, you know the Four
But do you know Strange Directions
The gratitude of flames
Serpents crossing those far mountains
It has entered our world
Cobra heats with black sun-hoods
Here is the Palace of Origin
Upon the tallest jade hill
We pole past (in its shadow)
Camouflaged in flame silks
A boatful of serpents
To disguise our passage

ROSE SPAR LIGHT
equality of light
a pair of circles
frost compass, engraved
in sky
the Moon
the star
pointed at its pole
simultaneous unknowns
circle of
tower, chill
bells cast moreover
spiked amidst black springs
wading birds
being transfixed
the league
of sonal evangelism

*
ghostly building played host
to facsimiles of Pandora's box
industry's riverside positionings
A severe run
may kill the landscape

monuments written in verse
war against mica sparks
external signs of modern philology
dispossessed of their homes
the rabble on legs of cranes
mill wisdom about in murders
the industrialists build malls
(cage macaws)
empty space
has the shape ofgravity
if the universe
resulted in birds

what other passions
are falling with us?
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G. Ling _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. :.,;. . _ _ _ __ __ _ _

WIDTE SANDS, BLUE SEA, TUNISIA, 1965
Shadows on the white walls of Tunis,

Beyond the city

shadows on the silhouettes of veiled women

Bedouins hover near their mud huts and tents

carrying water jugs from a well.

and the barren, dry hills scarred with date palms

Shadows on the pillars of mosques at noon-day,

and patches of dying greenery contain the landscape,

on the blue shutters and old buses

contrasting with nearby Carthage-the ancient

fat with riders.

abandoned city-home now to the jeweled rich,
the emissaries and their entourage.

And sheep. Sheep in the markets,
clogging up traffic, mingling, moving

And on. On to the brilliant blue of the Mediterranean

through the dark souks,

to the Island ofDjerba and its distant sirens.

ripe for slaughter.

To the far reaches of the south,

'

the last outposts of Remada and Djeneien,
On the narrow cobblestone streets,

where you can count the passing cars on one hand.

amid the stagnant aroma

Where the endless Sahara consumes any

of drainage mixed with fresh bread,

element, be it palm, stucco village, Berber-anything,

the sun penetrates the tattered,

dwarfing the senses, leaving a blank slate.

thatched roof of the souks.

Where the many white, shifting sands
number more than the making of many days.

And you are there in a world of hooded
merchants, chants and beaded draperies.
Of shops full of bright metal works, plates
and trinkets for tourists, woven rugs.
Of red meats covered with flies, and the
sad, drained faces of so many hungry, so
many begging....
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Jacqueline M. Bruss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __...;,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Connecticut
coffee grounds dripping
into each iris
extinguishing gold flakes
of summer snow in autumn
I need a moment
only an hour
to draw your blood from each delicate finger
enveloping a tiny solution
of your woven hair
pressing my lips against
the cool glass
cotton puffs of steam
illuminating my face
I say your name as I
write a letter to a lover
once familiar to my knees
thinking of your body

while an incense continues to burn
with a charcoal mist
dividing the room into sandalwood sections
folding linen drapes
we fastened to our picture window
with lilacs growing in the yard

Brett B e v e l l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --

Butterknife And Glass Of Water
Stillness
has been written of
before
Zen haiku
and
New England
snow
But tonight
the butterknife
is sleeping

A cracked walnut
remembers
the lullabies
it sang
And the glass
of water
is drinking each thought
which comes to be
And I keep thinking
ofwhat
I read
in the Upanishads

Take perfect
listening to Florida and New York
Chicago and Connecticut
until the clock ticks past
December fifteenth

I believe in Wednesdays
because it was on a day with such a name
I bought the silky polyester sheets

from perfect
the remainder

is perfect
May peace
and peace
and peace
be everywhere

that I iron and fold
in perfect rectangular strips
as I sit
with the Navajos and wait
for your return
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America Needs a Buddhist President
America needs a Buddhist President
sitting lotus on White House helicopter platforms
ignoring the press

A President who has conquered his senses
thus come to his senses
that no one is free while South Africa has slaves

America needs a Buddhist President
empty mind
no technocrats or opinion polls

A quiet President
not given to long speeches
knowing eternity does not welcome them

A beggar
carrying his bowl through Congress
to feed every stomach in America

A yabyum President
unafraid of men and women
wrapped tight in ecstasy

An imp
swatting serious advisors with rulers
so they may unrule themselves and really see

A meditating President
unafraid of his own
altered consciousness

America needs a head-shaved President
not worried about appearance
knowing all is illusion

America needs a Buddhist President
debating opponents
with Zen koans

America needs a monk in office
black robes
an obi for practicing karate

America needs a Buddhist President
chanting mantras
during the Pledge of Allegiance

A vegetarian President
to round-up all cattle ranchers
grazing free on public lands
America needs a Buddhist President
whose mind is free from desire

Ii

America needs a Samurai President
whose thrust kick is as good as a sword
when dealing with the Joint Chiefs of Staff
America needs an ego-less President
to renounce the shames
ofVietnam and El Salvador
A childlike President
whose eyes still know
that the borders on maps are imaginary

originally appeared in Flights
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Gary Pacernick - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DffiGE

THE POET AT NINETY
for Carl Rakosi

Long ago you shut the door

Smiling he greets

Dragging your feet and weeping

those who pack

Carrying lost stones

the place to hear

In your bleeding hands

the subtle verses

The rabbi wrapped his white wings

he recites

Around you and prayed

so quietly

For your soul that coughed

they have to

In the wind

tune their ears
as if an angel
were addressing them
or their father
reborn
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Simon Perchik - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PamelaHughes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

461

Be Which

Waiting all afternoon the dark
is treated the way a parasite
dreads shells and emptiness

The candle flickers.
And angels push their faces
through the bedroom walls,

though a blue residue cools the sky
spreads out so its light everywhere
can run just so fast from the blindness
children still count on their hands

stare above their cheribum cheeks
can't seem to pull their wings
through the three layers of paint though.

-at least applause! some medal
but not the sun, no stars either
-be generous! each nightfall
deserves two, one equation
clocks its speed, retells
how darkness shapes all curvature
and one to show how light
in place umpteenzillion years before
still can't peel your shadow off
without it harder to breathe
-how much proof do you want!
I ask you, can light, even at noon
raise your body temperature
-only darkness has the youth
to reach under the ground
as if its twin were somehow
this feeble light dragged by winter
and stone-look, it's simple
-a test, feet together, now
one bare hand to wave goodbye
-the one left over weighs more
begins to curl, becomes older
-check it out, the numbers are there
al~ays the same durable night after night
while the flesh from each fingertip
falls back exhausted, tastes bitter
even with your eyes closed.

One of two naked Tahitian girls
languoring in pink sand
throws me an evil look,
asks Aha de feii?
The ancient Assyrian horse,
and Cleopatra's right breast
(protruding pear-like) greet me.
Time is bent awry.
Past and Future come
and sit on my bed,
toss back the covers.
Past looks for cool spots
in the sheets;
Future reads poems
(no pillow left for me).
Stars crowd through the half open window,
while in a dim corner of the room,
Truth dissembles with Love.
They argue ceaselessly
(sibilant whispers).
The house is set upon the earth
and we ever upon each other.
If I were a witch,
I would cast a spell.
Which kind I'm not sure I'd be:
druid-witch, tree-witch, water-witch
whichever best suited
for staying awake at this moment,
for soldering the world back together
without heat or hammer.
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NadyaAisenberg - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - -

SAINTS
after an etching of St. Jerome by Diirer

Who's not attracted
to the rigors of the saints? Carmine drops
where arrows fletch Sebastian's clay-grey skin,
John's saw-toothed hunger in the desert,
unappeased by locust meals.
The body as a temporary cell
lets the wan light through,
fragile as the balance of the mind
striving, after Diirer's etching
of Jerome, to connect impossibility:
lion, inkwell, saint, skull.

Charlie Mehrlwff - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

first man, cattle passed beneath his breath
cilfirst man, cattle passed beneath his breath.
each man measured by his own hunger.
the king's crowed plate.
zen buddhist whaling ships off the coast of dawn.
less and less places to film the real beginning.
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no bastard:
trees turned to fence, sky to window, ocean to the drowning
ground.
ships sinking everywhere. archangel w/ spurs, the poet as creator
of instant artifact, i walk the mast of a fallen galleon across
the high plains.
i am Frankenstein on the big screen Cahokia. i'm a Seminole, my moon
is shining brightly. every day is Columbus Day, the scorn of accidental
navigation.
every once in a while even a sinner gets to stumble upon the edge of
Paradise, someplace where they sing hymns, various levels of bats above,
dismissed by a gesture-a slave w/out the responsibility to pass anything
on: labor for the next generation, the power to forgive my taskmaster.
roll of dimes in a shotgun barrel, roll of dimes.

cam.p:
red moss grows high.
not one piece of wood will turn into ash
this night,
there'll be no spitting of bourbon upon the flames.
tomorrow
i'll awaken to an orchestra of crickets.
salvation in small things,
the fruit of all rebellion.
serpents glide through the rich soil.

anywhere can the prisoner's fantasy bloom, justification of hell.
a man in a city w/ a pen no longer spells danger. how many languages
until i am heard?
i want my grandfather's lips back, red sun sinking through the life
of my soul. even sadness while i'm fucking.
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Keith Polette

Gardens of Stars
Jorge Luis Borges & The Drantatic Monologue
Oh moment, one and infinite!
-Robert Browning
Poetry must be a revelation,
or a series ofrevelations, as
much for the poet as for the
reader.
-Robert Frost

That contemporary poets continue to write dra
matic monologues is no surprise. In a world of
psychological and scientific uncertainty, many
contemporary poets seem to employ the dra
matic monologue as a means offinding a specifi
cally different voice from which to view the
shifting patterns of a world-turned-mirage and
to understand what those patterns might mean.
The world became a mirage when the agreed
upon nature of existence itself changed dra
matically from the days when Robert Browning
wrote his dramatic monologues.

The Embrace
Donna Zoll
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In Browning's world, new scientific paradigms
for the structure of the universe erupted like
volcanoes in the solid ground of Deistic think
ing. Ideas such as Darwin's Theory of Evolution
and the philosophy of logical positivism ex
ploded onto the scene and shattered the nature
of reality which previously held that the uni
verse could be likened to a great clock that a
Divine Being had crafted, "wound up," and then
set into motion. The Divine Clock Maker then
retired to a distant place in the universe and let
the clock take care of itself. 1 In Browning's
world, the new scientific approach to reality
held that the universe operated not with me
chanical certainty, but with the consistent laws
of evolution and natural selection. The new
science also held that since the world was "natu
ral" and not a cog in a great clock, then the world
could be reduced to its smallest natural compo-

nents. In such a reduction, the exact structure
and configuration at the core of "reality" could
be known. With this information, one would
then be able to accurately predict and possibly
control evolutionary movements and natural
changes in the cosmos. 2
Just as the nineteenth century witnessed an
eruption ofnewtheories to explain the universe,
so too has the twentieth. Both modern psychol
ogy with its "discovery'' of the unconscious and
physics with its theories of quantum mechanics
and relativity suggest that at its core "reality'' is
not fixed and predictable, but fluid and ulti
mately mysterious. 3 This revisioning of what is
"real" is the chimerical backdrop against which
contemporary poets now write.
Whereas Browning created characters located
in a specific world that had (at least in their
minds) a fixed and immutable substance, many
poets of contemporary dramatic monologues
often create characters who find themselves in
worlds of uncertainty where ideas are often
more "real" than objects. Because Browning's
speakers could anchor themselves in the certi
tude of history, they were thus able to define
themselves by often musing and reflecting upon
the rock-sure events of their own past. Since
history itselfoffered the solid comfort of a gran
ite-like certainty, Browning's speakers almost
always kept one foot deeply in the past in order
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to measure themselves against all that they had
once been. The speakers in many contemporary
dramatic monologues, however, find that the
surety of history seems to have been trans
formed into a plethora of constantly shifting
perspectives and that reality has become a sea of
transubstantial phenomena. 4 In such a relative
world, where historical truth changes according
to how and why it is viewed, one's own past then
seems to become dubious and the nature of self
illusive. Consequently, speakers in many con
temporary dramatic monologues often do not
reflect on the past events oftheir lives, but on the
immediate nuances of the present. By focusing
on the present, no matter how insubstantial it
may actually be, or appear to be, many poets who
write contemporary dramatic monologues often
give voice to speakers who engage in quests for
essence by attempting to penetrate the shifting
shapes of existence.5 These poets seem to share
with Browning an attempt to break through the
temporal confines ofthe human condition. Such
a break-through might allow the poet to realize
that transcendent "moment" which is "one and
infinite." Furthermore, many contemporary
writers of dramatic monologues like Browning
before them create characters who engage lan
guage as a way of winging into the heart of the
cosmos in hopes of finding the infinite in the
finite, the eternal in the temporal, and the
transpersonal in the personal. 6 Furthermore, in
their dramatic monologues, many poets' discov
ery of the infinite in the finite becomes what
Frost called a "revelation or series ofrevelations"
for both themselves and their readers. 7
One such contemporary poet who explores the
nature of self in the flux of the universe is Jorge
Luis Borges, an Argentine writer who died in
1988. Borges blends the dramatic situation as
found in Bmwning's monologues-a speaker
who finds him/herself in a crisis or on the edge of
revelation-with his own particular fascination
with transubstantial reality. In his dramatic
monologue, ''The Keeper of the Books," Borges
breathes language into a speaker who attempts
to understand the myth of his own existence.
Borges' speaker does this not by musing upon
the particulars of his own individual past, but by
attempting to locate himself in history's undu
lating mythical images. What the speaker un
covers, however, is that he is unable to ground
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himselfin historical fact because the only history
he knows exists neither in records nor in his
memory, but in his "imagination of memory;" by
this I mean that the speaker secures himself a
place in the cosmos by "imagining" both a sacred
eternal cosmogony and a profane temporal his
tory. Through the power of his imagination, the
speaker grapples with the limitations of his
particular situation in order to transcend them
through the creation, or realization, of myth. 8
Ostensibly, "The Keeper of the Books" takes
place in China some time after the Mongol
invasions. The speaker is Hsiang, an old man
who has fled to a remote tower where he guards
his culture's ancient books of wisdom which
contain "the exact words of.. .secret and eternal
laws" (11. 3/14). By using a historical context as
the framing device for his poem, Borges has
adopted one of Browning's most important tech
niques: using the fixed or agreed-upon past as a
counterpoint for a character's psychological un
folding in order to comment on the present. 9
Borges, however, does not create a character
who reflects upon his own past in order to defend,
discover, or invent his own personality as many
of Browning's characters seem to. Borges' dra
matic monologue is not a psychological study;
rather it is an exploration in human terms ofthe
imagination's powerful ability to reconcile oppo
sitional forces in a universe of continual flux: the
sacred and the profane, the mythical and the
historical, the transpersonal and the personal.
Byreconcilingthese opposites, the speakerbreaks
through the illusion of the universe's dual na
ture and discovers a unitary reality. The revela
tionfor both speaker and reader is that the source
of unitary reality is the imagination itself.
Borges' dramatic monologue mirrors the imagi
native act ofreconciliation. In the poem, cosmic
oppositional forces manifest themselves as im
ages in the mind of the speaker: the specific
sacred emblems of his culture on one hand and
the graphic details of bloody war on the other.
There is, however, a paradox here. These images
which the speaker describes as the only reality
he knows may or may not correspond to actual
events because the speakerhas nofactual knowl
edge of history or actuality. Instead he relies on
an imagined memory of the past, that is, a
memoryofwhat mighthave happened. Since the

speaker has no way ofknowing if the events that
he describes are historically accurate, he uses
the imagination and the language of the imagi
nation, in order to visualize events which then
become both psychic and emotional realities.

These emblems which the speaker-imagines are
sacred because they are the images of a divine
cosmogony and symbolize all that is infinite and
therefore unknowable. The speaker suggests
that the only way to make the unknowable know
able is to create sacred structures in the symbol
izing imagination. Consequently, he emphasizes
the importance ofgardens and temples.

It is, however, the same imaginative power that
enables the speaker to create verisimilar sacred
and profane images that also allows him to
reconcile their oppositional elements. It is in the The image of a garden suggests a place where
actoffusing these contrary forces thatthespeaker organic growth and natural beauty are culti
has a revelation: he discovers a universe of vated. As a mythic image ofthe sacred, it symbol
distinctions without division. Before such a fu izes "the landscape ofthe soul" (Campbell 23), or
sion takes place, however, the speaker clearly "the unity of the personality'' (Bly 254). Thus,
imagines the oppositional forces in their beauty what the speaker is actually describing is a
and their horror. Only by recognizing and expe condition of sacredness that exists simulta
riencing the power of both the sacred and the neously in both the external and the internal
profane can the speaker shape their contrary world. The speaker also emphasizes temples in
natures into a meaningful whole. Thus, he cre his cosmogony. Temples, according to Marcea
ates an authentic but imaginary mythology Eliade, are man-made structures which sym
through which the disparate images of reality bolically represent "the zone of the sacred, the
zone ofabsolute reality'' (17). Thus, in imagining
are conjoined. 10
gardens and temples, the speaker locates him
In the first stanza, the speaker describes a world selfin places where natural order and harmony
infused with the sacred. He imagines a mythical exist in proximity to the "zone of the sacred." By
past where harmony pervaded the world of his imagining such places, or their memory, the
ancestors. The speaker's vision of such a harmo speaker creates a mythology for himself and also
nious mythology does not include the destruc a sense of his own cultural past. Furthermore,
tive aspect of the interplay of op~tes, however. the speaker is also securing a place for himselfin
Specifically, the speaker characterizes a distant the flux and flow of non-linear time. For the
time when the world was permeated with a speaker, these gardens and temples, these "zones"
transubstantial and transpersonal power. In his of order and sacredness, represent mythological
description, the speaker catalogues the specific places in which he can imagine himself dwelling in
emblems ofhis sacred cultural mythology which order to find the ''infinite moment'' in his life.
he thinks have been recorded in the books he
Moreover, in his description of the mythic past,
guards:
the speaker uses non-rational language. Thus,
Here they stand: gardens and temples and he forms a word-bridge between the specific and
the general and the eternal and the temporal. In
the reason for temples;
the interplay ofwords such as "the conduct ofthe
exact music and exact words;
emperor
whose perfect rule was refiected in the
the sixty-four hexagrams;
world,"
the speaker suggests that an
ceremonies, which are the only wisdom
incarnational relationship exists between hu
that the Firmament accords to men;
man beings and that mysterious "mirroring''
the conduct of that emperor
reality which is the essence of sacredness. In
whose perfect rule was reflected in the
using non-rational language, the speaker fur
world, which mirrored him
.................................... ther suggests that such a mysterious "mirror
ing'' ofreality cannot be described with the words
These things or their memory are here in
of discursive thought. It can only be hinted at
books
with the images of poetic language. The speaker
That I watch over in my tower.
(11. 1-5 / 13-14) imagines, then, a mythical time when human
beings, living in full participation with the sa-
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cred, transformed their world so that order re
placed chaos, hannony replaced strife, and wis
dom replaced ignorance. Thus, in such a world
the emperor had established a "perfect rule"
which was "reflected" in the earth itself. In the
speaker's mythology, the innerworld reflects the
outer world and the outer reflects the inner.
In mythic terms, then, the sacred is revealed in
the fusion of inner and outer reality. Knowledge
ofthe sacred does not come through either physi
cal or conceptual means alone, but through a
ceremony which reconciles each to each. The
speaker says that such ceremonies "are the only
wisdom that the Firmament affords to men."
Moreover, by equating participation in ceremo
nies with the acquisition of'wisdom,"the speaker
implies that knowledge of, or through, the sacred
allows one to reconcile the opposition between
sacred and profane so that the division between
selfand other is removed. Hence, for the speaker
such "wisdom" becomes a perspective through
which he can see the unitary heart ofopposites.
These ceremonies which the speaker imagines
are essential to his mythology because they
"express on different planes ...a complex system
ofcoherent affirmations about the ultimate real
ity of things, a system that can be regarded as
constituting a metaphysics" (Eliade 3).
Thus, the speaker envisions a world in the past
in which participation in sacred ceremonies was
the way in which his ancestors affirmed the
"ultimate reality of things" and assured both
inner and outer hannony in the world so that
"rivers held their banks and fields gave up their
fruit" (11. 8-9). Moreover, the speaker suggests
that knowledge of the sacred rests in mythical
history, that is, in the collective memory of the
culture in its participation with mystery, not in
the recorded moments oftemporal history. Hence,
the speaker says, "these things or their memory
are here in books," because "things" have the
same substance as "memory." For him, knowl
edge of the sacred does not rest as factual data
but in an on-going, living experience of the'
imagination.
Stanza one ends, however, with the speaker's
recognition of his participation in duality: he
steps away from the song of his myth and back
into the isolation ofthe present. For the first time

in the poem, the speaker makes reference to the
fact that he sees himself standing outside of his
own real or imagined mythical past. He realizes
that his culture is gone and that he alone re
mains when he says, ''These things or their
memory are here in books/ that I watch over in
my tower." By using the words "I" and "my'' for
the first time, the speaker displays the con
sciousness ofselfas a part of duality: in his mind,
he sees the books and the tower as objects
separate from himself.
Furthermore, as sole guardian of the sacred
books, the speaker is severed from the informa
tion they contain because he only "watches" over
them; he neither touches nor opens any ofthem.
Being alone, the speaker is also unable to partici
pate with others of his culture in his imagined
ceremony of wisdom. Thus, as the last ofhis line,
the speaker has become like "the wounded uni
corn that's glimpsed...marking an era's close"
(11.10). The "era" that is closing is the time when
mythology was, or might have been, a living
force energizing the souls of human beings. The
"era" could also be the imagined mythical memory
that shimmers in the speaker's mind. Addition
ally, the "glimpse" the speaker mentions may
refer to his own monologue which an imagined
auditor (or, perhaps, the reader) may not fully
understand because it is full of enigmatic lan
guage. As a rare and isolated creature the
speaker is like a "wounded unicorn." He too' has
become like a fading creature in a fading myth.
The speaker's "wound" seems to be a spiritual
one because here the speaker has a growing
recognition of the duality of his own existence.
Surrounded by a room full of sacred books which
he does not read, the speaker realizes that he
exists in a profane time. The pain from his
wound must be heightened by the close proxim
ity of the sacred books: their very closeness
affords him no succor. He must be like a man
whose mouth is wired shut in a room full of
sumptuous food. Hence, isolated and alone in his
tower, the speaker seems to be able only to wait
for his mythical memory and his life to fade into
oblivion. Thus, the speaker suffers from the
cn_sis that a recognition of duality necessarily
bnngs. He has imagined the "zone ofthe sacred "
but because he has imagined its opposite as well,
he may be caught somewhere between the two.
His crisis exists in his reaction to being pulled in

opposite directions-between the is and was of speaker's imagination when he says, "In the
memory-at the same time.
faltering dawn/ my father's father saved the
books. I Here they are in this tower where I lie/
Because the speaker's vision of a mythic past calling back days that belonged to others, /
implies its opposite, he therefore imagines the distant days, the days of the past" (ll. 26-30). A
chaos of war. For the speaker, the war symbol "faltering dawn" represents the dawn of a new
izes "a ritual fault...the breaking of a taboo, or era but one in which all sacred zones have been
[the entrance into] a baneful zone" (Eliade 97). sent up in "pyramids of fire" (1. 19). If the effect
The speaker says, "On small shaggy horses,/ the of harmony in the speaker's mind were "rivers
Mongols swept down from the North/destroying that held their banks," then the effect of chaos is
the armies / ordered by the Son of Heaven to ashes, death, and ruin.11
punishtheirdesecrations"(ll.15-18). TheMongols
eem to represent an almost apocalyptic force, By imagining the brutality of war, the speaker
for they "sweep" down from the North like a great sees the opposite side of sacredness. Thus, he
wind "destroying the armies" sent to stop them. reveals that it is his vision of war which sepa
Furthermore, the speaker's description of the rates him from his own imagined mythic past.
"small shaggy horses" serves as a profane coun He can only "call back days that belonged to
terpoint to the sacred "gardens and temples" of others." He is further removed from the knowl
stanza one. Whereas the gardens represent edge of the "distant days" because he is inactive
beauty and organic growth and towers the "zone in the "tower" where he ''lies." Being the third in
ofthe sacred," the "small shaggy horses" seem to a generation of men who have guarded the books,
symbolize all that is bestial. The horses are swift the speaker implies that he has spent his life in
and mobile, as opposed to gardens and towers the t.ower. He knows the tower and nothing else-
nothing, that is, except what he can imagine.
which are rooted and solid.
Furthermore, the horses are "small" and "shaggy"
which suggests they represent all that is "small"
and "shaggy" in the men riding them. Such men,
in contrast to Hsiang who is full of imagination
and is quietly guarding the books alone in the
tower, are a nameless and faceless hoard lacking
individuality. They act more like beasts than
men, being "innocent as animals of prey [and]
cruel as knifes" (11. 25-26). They form a herd of
wild things and become an irrational, unstop
pable force. UponreachingChina, they act worse
than animals, cutting "throats," "slaughtering
the wicked and the just," and "using women and
casting them off' (11. 19-22). Such actions stand
in opposition the actions of the Emperor whose
"perfectrule was reflected in the world." IfHsiang
imagines that the earth reflects the sacred na
ture of human beings so that when people live
close to the "zone of absolute reality'' the earth
itselfgrows peaceful, then he imagines that the
opposite must also be true. The horror that
Hsiang describes mirrors the spiritual depravity
ofmen who wantonly and without consciousness
slaughter "the wicked and the just" and use
"women" and cast them off.
Such a dark mirroring is further evident in the

In stanza three, the poem's movement, like the
speaker, comes to rest in the tower. Here, the
speaker reveals an important truth: "The truth
is that I never learned to read /but it comforts me
to think/ that what's imaginary and what's past
are the same/ to a man whose life is nearly over
/ who looks out from his tower on what once was
city / and now turns back to wilderness" (1. 3439). The speaker reveals himself to be neither a
man of knowledge nor action. Being illiterate,
the speaker has no first-hand knowledge ofwhat
the books contain. Furthermore, his isolation in
the remote tower, has cut him off from the
acquisition offactual knowledge concerning "the
Son of Heaven/ or the Empire's fate" (11. 45-46).
Thus, he lacks information about the manifesta
tions of both the sacred, "the Son of Heaven," or
the profane, "the Empires fate."
In place ofknowledge gained from books or from
experience, the speaker comforts himself with
the idea that "what's imaginary and what's past
are the same." Thus, he becomes self-reflective,
like a mirror reflecting into another mirror.
What is reflected into the mirror of his mind,
however, is not an image of white nothingness,
but an infinite variety ofmythic shapes: gardens
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and horses, temples and fire, emperors and
Mongols. The "comfort" Hsiang speaks ofrests in
his ability to create such wonderful and horrible
images. The images do not constitute chaos or
madness; rather they are two acts in a mythic
drama which will be reconciled and unified in
the place from which they originated.
The poem ends with the speaker saying, "Here
on these high shelves they stand I at the same
time near and far, I secret and visible, like the
stars. I Here they stand-gardens, temples" (ll.
47-50). Here, the speaker comes full circle and
recognizes that he lives in the imagination and
not in a world of discursive thought. Since he
cannot define himself against a world of surety,
he finds some other way. Hence, the speaker sees
that he lives in the present and real world of the
tower but also in the distant and equally real
world ofthe mythic past. Such a commingling of
the literal and the imaginary allows the speaker
to understand that he exists in two different
realms simultaneously. His world is "near and
far, secret and visible" (1. 50). For Hsiang both
worlds become the same in the past and the imagi
nary. Thus, in his monologue, Hsiang becomes
the sole actor in a "mythical drama [which shows
him] that suffering is never final; that death is
always followed by resurrection; that every de
feat is annulled and transcended by the final
victory'' (Eliade 101). Consequently, Hsiang ends
his monologue with ''Here they stand-gardens,
temples" because for him they actually do. "Gar
dens, temples" stand together as clear and present
images in Hsiang's symbolic imagination.

opposing images) to account for both. In his
imagination, Hsiang conceives of himself as a
man in whom the opposing faces ofhistory blend
into a third and final face: his own. Hsiang
imagines both the sacred and the profane as
incarnationally conjoined in his own conscious
ness. Thus, it is through the imagination that
the speaker reconciles existence and essence.
Furthermore, the poem becomes the manifesta
tion of the interplay of opposites as imagined in
the mind of a speaker who was imagined in the
mind of Borges. What i further sugge ted, p r
haps, in this dramatic monologue is that the
myth-making imagination is the imagination of
"the eternal return." Thus, for Hsiang, the mono
logue becomes a way for him to "reactualize the
mythical moment when it was [imagined or]
revealed for the first time" (Eliade 76).

The mythic consciousness required for "the eter
nal return" is evident in the poem's first and last
lines: ''Here they stand: gardens and temples
and the reason for temples," and "Here they
stand-gardens, temples." In the last line the
word between "gardens" and "temples" is miss
ing as well as the words "the reasons for temples."
This suggests a compression of consciousness
which tugs together the words and the realities
they represent. The entire monologue seems to
move towards this end. By presenting the oppos
ing visions of myth and history in stanzas one
and two respectively, the poem reconciles those
opposites in the imaginative faculty of the
speaker. Thus, the speaker "diffuses a tone and
spirit of unity that blends and fuses, each into
In "The Keeper of the Books" Borges seems to each, by that synthetic and magical power ...of
have created an enigma. Because his speaker imagination" (Coleridge 174). 12 Thus, when the
knows only an imaginary past which may have speaker says, "Here they stand-gardens,
been destroyed by a literal past, he seems to exist temples," he sees them as manifestations of a
somewhere between the two. But because the unitary reality in which there are distinctions
speaker's mythic past is only imaginary, it could but no divisions in his consciousness. By remov
not have been destroyed by the literal invasion of ing the conjunction between "gardens" and
the Mongols-because the speaker, having no "temples" the speaker reveals that the objects
direct information about the Mongol invasion, represented by the two nouns are joined in his
can only imagine it as well. In the speaker's imagination. By removing the words "the rea
mind, then, one act of imagination supplants sons for temples" the speaker also indicates that
another. Furthermore, by having neither direct he no longer needs a "reason" for temples be
information regarding the material recorded in cause he has somehow entered the "zone of
the sacred books nor factual knowledge about absolute reality." In this absolute place, "reason"
the actual events of the past, the speaker creates becomes an abstraction. If, as quantum mechan
one imaginary experience (which is split into two ics suggests, 13 that the ultimate nature ofreality
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is flux, who can say that the reality imagined by
the speaker is less "real" than the shape of the
world outside his tower? 14
Although the poem is divided into three stanzas,
itmoves in a circular fashion. The lastline seems
to echo the first line, but the last line could in fact
be the first line. This is possible if one takes into
consideration the mythical consciousness of the
speaker. Because he is able to imagine a world
that is as real as, or even more real than, "exter
nal reality," it is possible that his change in
perception begins withoris motivated by the last
line of the poem. The speaker's consciousness
becomes, as T.S. Eliot says, "the intersection of
the timeless moment [which] is ...never and al
ways" because it allows for a reality that is both
actual and imagined. The poem, by extension,
then becomes both literal and mythic and "re
veals" to both speaker and reader that one "infi
nite moment."15

transubstantial consciousness oper~ting in, or
creating, a transubstantial universe. Further
more, what the poem seems to be revealing is
that the mind and the universe, as conceived and
understood by the mind, are ultimately one and
the same. 19 Thus, the speaker in Borges' poem
seems to recognize this kind of unitary reality
when he says, "In my eyes there are no days. The
shelves stand very high, beyond the reach of my
years" (1.30). Hsiang realizes the books are out
of his "reach of years" partly because he cannot
read, and partly because he no longer needs to
find out what information the books contain. His
imagination has created mythical realities that
are perhaps richer than anything the books
could offer him. Hsiang also says that he no
longer needs the ''light ofdays" which seems to be
the light of a rational, discerning consciousness.
In his eyes the night of the imagination grows as
rich and thick as a garden ofstars. All he need do
is look "out ofhis tower'' (1.39) or into his mind to
reach and rove among them.

Hence, the last line becomes the first because it
is a personally realized mythic statement-a

statement unencumbered with explanation or
rational language. 16 In the first line of the poem,
the speaker seems to feel the need to explain that
there is indeed a "reason" for temples-as if the
reader needed such information. 17 By the end of
the poem, such information becomes unneces
sary and superfluous because the gardens and
temples are no longer memories of an imagined
past, but the lived realities of an ongoing imag
ined present which is as real and bright as
stars. 18
In "The Keeper ofthe Books," Borges has created
an imagined historical character who has imag
ined a memory of reality in which the infinite
eternal infuses the finite present. It is through
the creation of poetic speech that Hsiang redis
covers the cosmological imagination in which
opposites are fused together. The monologue,
then, serves as the speaker's "ceremony''t~ough
which he "suspends the flow of profane trme, or
duration, and projects [himself] into a mythical
time, in illo tempore"(Eliade 76). Through the
ceremony of his monologue, the speaker also
experiences a series of mythic revelations. co?
cerning the nature ofreality and the self within
reality. What seems to be revealed to both speaker
and reader is a direct, poetic manifestation of a

Notes:
1. In the nineteenth century, one of the problems
with the "new science" was that it was thought by
many people as an attempt to undermine many
Christiantruths concerningthe creation ofthe world
and, perhaps, the divinity ofa historical Christ. The
conflict between these two ideas seems to be one of
the concerns in Browning's dramatic monologue,
"An Epistle...of Karshish, the Arab Physician," in
which the speaker wrestles with his own doubt
concerning his failure to scientifically explain an
apparent "miracle"-the resurrection of Lazarus.
The poem suggests, perhaps, that the nature of
miracles and of Divinity cannot be reduced to a
scientific explanation or theory. Conversely,
Browning's dramatic monologue, "Caliban upon
Setebos" seems to suggest that although science
cannot account for the Divine, neither can an ortho
dox religion which espouses that man is inherent!y
depraved and predestined. Rather than remain
caught between the extremes of scientific determin
ism on one hand and religious predestination on the
other, Browning suggests in ''Transcendentalism: A
Poem in Twelve Books," that purely rational think
ing (in either science or religion) is not the answer:
"grown men want though, you think...men must
havereason...quite otherwise!" (II.15-19). Inthe poem
Browning offers an alternative: divinely inspired
poetry-poetry that touches the transcendent na
ture in man through the heart, not the head:

So come, the harp back to your heart again!
You are a poem, though your poem's naught.
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The best of all you showed before, believe,
Was your own boy-face o'er the finer chords
Bent, following the cherub at the top
That points to God with his paired half-moon
wings.
(II.46-51)
2. In many of his dramatic monologues, Browning
explores the attitudes, perspectives, and psychologi
cal conditions of speakers located in a specific past
historical moment. Thus, Browning achieved an
aesthetic and philosophical distance from which to
examine the emerging changes in science and phi
losophy in his own present. On various levels,
Browning's dramatic monologues seem to address
the burning issues ofhis day. It might be possible to
see "Andrea del Sarto" in terms of what it says,
among other things, about religious predestination:
"We are in God's hand. / How strange now, looks the
life he makes us lead" (II. 49-50). Furthermore, in
"Saul," Browning seems to be arguing that through
love (not through science or orthodox religions of
predestination) does one know the Divine especially
~s ~evealed through the Incarnation. Finally, in
Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came," Browning
might also be suggesting that through the intensity
ofthe imagination itselfcan transcendence be found
when the flash oflife bursts like star in the darkness
ofthe mind-a mind caught between the dark walls
of scientific determinism and religious predestina
tion.
3. Specifically, one thinks of Freud, Adler, Jung, and
Lacan in psychology and Einstein and Bohr in physics.
4. In his essay on Pierre Menard, Jorge Luis Borges
says, "Historical truth [for Menard] is not what took
place, but what we think took place" (102).
5. Among the modem and contemporary poets who
write what can be considered dramatic monologues
are: E.A. Robinson, T.S. Eliot, Robert Frost, Donald
Hall, Donald Justice, Anne Sexton, James Wright,
Norman Dubie, Gary Gildner, Louise Bogan, Robert
Bly, and Kathleen Spivak.

dramatic monologues are attempting to do. By cen
tering themselves in the consciousness of a fixed and
specific "other" voice, the poets ar penetrating fini
tude (the specific consciousness of another) in order
to arrive at insight, thus transcending the finite,
becoming infinite.
7. Regarding poetic knowledge, Robert Frost says,
"Scholars get their [knowledge] with conscientious
thoroughness along projected lines of logic; poets
theirs cavalierly. [Poets] stick to nothing deliber
ately, but let what will stick to them like burrs where
they walk in fields. [Poetic knowledge] is more avail
able in the wild free way of wit and art" (vii-viii).
8. Borges writes: "Art requires certain visible
unrealities...always." And further: "We (the indivi ible divinity who operates in us) have dreamed the
world. We have dreamed it to be resistant, mysteri
ous, visible, ubiquitous in space, and fixed in time;
but we have permitted tenuous and eternal inter
stices ofillogic a reason in its architecture in order to
know it is false" (109).
9. Borges clearly admits his admiration for Brown
ing: "I have revealed Robert Browning to many
young men in Buenos Aires who knew nothing of
him" (72). Furthermore, Borges wrote a dramatic
monologue entitled, "Robert Browning Resolves to
be a Poet" in which the speaker is, of course, Robert
Browning (or-and one can never be too sure with
Borges-someone who calls himself Robert Brown
ing). Other dramatic monologues that Borges has
writtenare''TheAleph,""Proteus,""JohnI:14,""The
Labyrinth," and "Ritter, Tod, Und Teufel."
10. Northrop Frye writes, "Myth is neither historical
nor anti-historical: it is counter-historical." He con
tinues with, "just as mythis counter-historical, so the
metaphor, that statement or implication that two
things are identical though different, is neither logi
cal nor illogical, but counter-logical, in which what
ever one meets both is and is not oneself. 'I am a part
of all that I have met,' says Tennyson's Ulysses" (16-17).

6. In Christ and Apollo, William Lynch argues that 11. The end ofthe idyllic era that Hsiang describes in
finitude is generative and can be penetrated with the stanza one might be a sort of "paradise," which is that
poetic imagination. Lynch says, "the imagination mythical condition when human beings lived in com
follows a narrow, direct patch through the finite. plete ~armonywith the cosmos. In stanzatwo, Hsiang
With every plunge through, or down into, the real descnbes what happened when that "paradise" was
contours ofbeing, the imagination also shoots up into lost. Of this paradise Eliade says, "Everything that
insight, but in such a way that the plunge down w_e ~ow above of t~e mythical memories of 'para
causally generates the plunge up....The arrival at dise confronts us...with the image of anideal human
insight requires a basic entrance into the finite and ity enjoying a beatitude and spiritual plenitude for
the limited.... This not a formula originating with me· everunrealizedin the present state of'fallen man.' In
it has been stated most precisely, so far as I know, by f~ct! the myths of many peoples allude to the very
a sixteenth-century Jesuit writing a funeral eulogy distmct epoch when men knew neither death or toil
of St. Ignatius: Non coerci maxima, contineri tamen nor suffering and had a bountiful supply of food
a minimo [it is a divine thing not to be hemmed in by merely for the taking.... As the result ofa ritual fault
the largest limitation and yet to be contained in the [however], communications between heaven and
smallest]"(27-28). What Lynch describes here seems earth were interrupted and the gods withdrew to the
to be what Browning and contemporary writers of highest heavens .... Hence the terror for man is of
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'losing' himself and letting himself be overwhelmed
by the meaninglessness of profane existence" (91-92).

19. Unlike many of Browning's speaker.s, who may
have never known "the zone of absolute reality''
because they were more concerned with private and
12. Coleridge says that imagination has the power to individual matters, Hsiang's crisis is not personal,
reconcile opposites and achieve a balance or recon butcosmological. Whereas Browning's speakers seem
ciliation of: "sameness with difference, the general to have a sense ofthemselves as existing in real space
with the specific, the idea with the image, the indi and time, Borges' speaker is not sure if history and
vidual with the representative, a more than unusual reality exist or whether they only imagined memo
state of emotion with more than usual order, the ries. When Browning's speakers achieve a vision of
natural with the artificial, and manner to matter'' (174). the "eternal moment," they usually do so by "pen
etrating :finitude" and bursting onto the other side of
13. When viewing the poem, one thinks ofthe prob reality. Hsiang's sense of:finitude comes from being
lem that phy ics ha with light: is it made of waves isolated in the tower and also from imagining the
or particles? One test will prove that light is made of profane history ofthe Mongol invasion. Thus, Hsiang
waves; another that it is made ofparticles. Yet there must penetrate both in order to have the revelation
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